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General guidelines
Resource allocation in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
Equilibrium and user-aware challenges in 5G/6G networks
Distributed solutions for Tactile Internet
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Hot topics
« 1. Address radio resource allocation under uncertainty with risk modeling and
guaranteed Quality of Service»
➔ This will be achieved by mathematical models that describe the user demand and stochastic optimization
models that deals with uncertainty.
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« 5. Privacy-aware dynamic (re)configuration of slices»
➔ End-to-end slicing, including radio interface; Scheduling and multiplexing of heterogeneous services on
5G and beyond networks; Mobile edge computing and fog computing for IoT services

« 6. Distributed solutions for 5G-Enable Tactile Internets»
➔ real time interaction systems; IoT; Industry 4.0; ultra reliable edge infrastructure; intelligent and
mobility-aware edge computing
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